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PRESENTATION 

 

Roy Harvey Hello and welcome to Alcoa’s Investor Day presentations.  I’m Roy Harvey, 

President and Chief Executive Officer of Alcoa Corporation.  We are excited about 

our future and we’re proud to share with you how we see what’s next for Alcoa. 

First, let me tell you about the information we are providing today… 

Let’s take a quick walk-through our speakers and topics: 

I’ll start with the first section, which will give background on our company and the 

many accomplishments we have made since we launched as a standalone 

upstream aluminum producer five years ago this month. 

Next, Tim Reyes, our Chief Commercial Officer, will share his insights into the 

current markets, and why we believe that they will be stronger, for longer, than in 

previous cycles. 

Our Chief Operating Officer, John Slaven, will then share some details of our 

operational achievements and describe how we pursue stability and continuous 

improvement, as well as showcase the technical and operating savvy that keeps 

our facilities performing at a high level. 

Returning to Tim, he will discuss growth options across our three segments.  And 

then, Ben Kahrs, our Chief Innovation Officer, will share how we are building on 

our technical expertise with research and development activities. We are working 

on some exciting advancements that, if successful, have the opportunity to bring 

substantial returns for Alcoa’s stockholders and also help address some of the 

world’s greatest challenges. 

Next, Chief Financial Officer Bill Oplinger will talk about capital allocation, and how 

we balance the allocation model’s stated priorities: to fund current operating needs, 

to maintain a strong balance sheet, to provide stockholder returns, and to address 

options for funding future technology development. 

Finally, I will sum up our vision of the future, and why we believe Alcoa is the right 

company to provide solutions and help transform the aluminum industry. We 

believe we are uniquely positioned to thrive in the world of tomorrow. 

First and foremost, Alcoa’s current and future success is rooted in our values, the 

basis upon which we make our decisions, and judge our actions.  We act with 

integrity – striving to do the right thing, always. We operate with excellence – 

consistently working to do our best, every day.  We care for people – considering 

not just our people who work at Alcoa, but the people with whom we interact, be 

they customers or suppliers, community members or government employees, 

stockholders or bondholders.  Finally, we lead with courage – never shying from 
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making the tough decisions that can make us a better company and allow us to 

challenge the status quo and take our industry to the next level. 

Our priorities remain as they have been, to reduce complexity and lower cost, to 

drive returns over the long-term, and to advance sustainably, making Alcoa a 

stronger, more sustainable company. 

And in the face of important global dynamics and priorities for our planet, we 

believe there’s important opportunities for Alcoa. If we do these things well, if we 

are true to our values and deliver on our priorities, we expect we will reinvent the 

aluminum industry for a sustainable future.  This will align with our purpose – to 

turn raw potential into real progress. 

Said another way: When all is said and done, we endeavor to take the great raw 

potential that is our company and the aluminum industry, and transform it into real 

progress for our stockholders and for a world that relies on aluminum, as part of 

the sustainable solution for the future. 

So let’s talk a little more about Alcoa.  We are a five-year-old company with a proud 

135 year history. We helped invent the aluminum industry and we work to reinvent 

it every day. Our more than 12,000 employees operate around the world, with 

interests in six of the world’s seven continents. 

We have three product segments: Bauxite, Alumina and Aluminum.  We are one 

of the world’s largest bauxite miners and enjoy a first quartile cost position.  We 

are proud of the best-in-class mining methods we employ, the way we rehabilitate 

mined areas, and the close relationships we have in the communities where we 

operate. 

We are the world’s largest producer of third-party smelter grade alumina, with the 

lowest carbon intensity in the business and the only refiner to sell a low-carbon 

alumina product to smelters, a product we call EcoSource.  This smelter-grade 

alumina allows an aluminum smelter to reduce its carbon emissions simply by 

switching to this particular alumina brand. 

Our third segment is the most profitable one this year, Aluminum. Securely 

positioned in the second quartile of the cost curve, we are aiming for the first 

quartile as we continue our portfolio review. With roughly 78% of our smelter 

energy from renewable sources, we are a low-carbon-footprint primary aluminum 

producer and offer a full range of low-carbon and recycled content aluminum 

products. 

As you can see from this slide, the majority of the bauxite we mine flows to our 

own alumina refinery system, most of it by conveyor, ensuring stable quality and 

continued supply.  While third parties buy 70% of our alumina shipments, roughly 

30% of our alumina sales are to our own smelters, so we have a dependable 

supply chain that runs from mine to casthouse.  In addition to our Sustana 
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products, we also have been Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (or ASI) certified at 

15 locations and hold ASI Chain of Custody certification for our entire value chain. 

How did we get to where we are today?  It has been five years of progress, which 

I will speak to in the next five slides. 

First, from the very beginning, we started working on the portfolio in early 2017 by 

closing the Suralco mine and refinery in Suriname.  Progress continues on 

remediating that site.  We also closed the Rockdale, Texas smelter and started 

remediation work there, while terminating its power contract. We divested our 

Portovesme smelter in Italy.  Finally, in 2017 we also restarted the Portland 

Australia aluminum smelter and the Lake Charles Louisiana coke calciner in 

response to market conditions. 

You can see on the slide that 2018, 2019 and 2020 saw a steady drumbeat of 

portfolio actions, including divestments, closures and curtailments across the 

refinery and smelter systems.  In 2021, we announced our two most positive 

smelter moves, the repowering of the Portland smelter for an additional five years, 

and the restart of the Alumar smelter in Brazil.  Both are excellent facilities with 

terrific workforces. 

But it was not all portfolio moves.  We also took actions to secure our financial 

future.  We have amended our revolving credit facility to improve financial flexibility 

and to reflect our improved financial metrics.  We have issued debt at favorable 

rates and redeemed higher-interest rate debt early. We have improved the funded 

status of our pensions, especially in the U.S., through increased funding, adjusting 

our investment strategy, and annuitizing certain liabilities in the U.S. and Canada.  

We also took actions to reduce future OPEB liabilities. And, as importantly, we 

successfully managed sales processes for four major non-core assets, raising in 

two years more than $1.1 billion of net cash proceeds. 

While we took portfolio actions and improved our financial position, we did not take 

our eyes off our focus to continually improve our operations and commercial 

activities.  Administratively, we changed the way we operated the business, closing 

offices, removing bureaucratic layers, cutting costs and improving connections 

throughout the organization.  In operations, we worked to modernize labor 

contracts around the world, and we have strengthened collaboration in many of 

our locations.  

We have maintained strong stability across our operations, which was especially 

notable during the height of the pandemic. We set production records, enhanced 

safety programs for employees and contractors alike, and developed operations 

management systems to allow complicated endeavors, like relocating the hub for 

our Willowdale Bauxite Mine in Western Australia to a new region. Moving an 850 

metric ton crusher about 20 kilometers is no small feat, but our team executed it 
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flawlessly, setting up in a new region that will be the center of the mine for at least 

the next couple of decades.  

Commercially, we rolled out new Sustana products like EcoSource low carbon 

alumina, offered a full suite of products featuring ASI certifications, and saw our 

ELYSIS joint venture produce R&D batches of metal without any direct carbon 

dioxide emissions. As we continue to ramp up the ELYSIS technology, it was 

exciting to see this process, which produces pure oxygen and eliminates all 

greenhouse gases, being used to produce commercial-grade metal that’s been 

incorporated into today’s consumer products.  These partnerships include Apple, 

for a model of their Macbook Pro and the Ronal Group, for the wheels on Audi’s 

first electric sportscar, the eTron GT. 

So while we were working in the present, we did not ignore the future.  I’ve already 

mentioned some of the commercial outcomes for the metal produced by our 

ELYSIS joint venture, but I also wanted to talk about the history and structure 

behind this exciting project.  After decades of experience, our teams at the Alcoa 

Technical Center in Pittsburgh developed a process that produced aluminum at 

smaller scales without any direct carbon dioxide emissions, using proprietary 

materials and design.  

In 2018 we teamed up with Rio Tinto to form ELYSIS, a joint venture company that 

is taking this innovation, which eliminates all greenhouse gases and emits pure 

oxygen, to a commercial scale.  Just days ago, we announced that ELYSIS is now 

producing metal using a full industrial design in Quebec, and we continue to 

prepare for our commercial demonstration at industrial amperage in 2023, with 

construction already underway. 

This year, we announced a project with the government of Australia to develop an 

alumina refinery with low carbon emissions by pursuing development of large scale 

use of mechanical vapor recompression, fueled by renewable energy. And also 

this year, we announced an agreement to pursue a joint venture to commercialize 

a process to make high purity alumina and supply the rapidly growing market for 

this specialty non-metallurgical alumina. 

And as you’ll see as you progress through our Investor Day, our Chief Innovations 

Officer will introduce a new research and development project that we’ve been 

advancing, a program targeting the reinvention of scrap processing and production 

of high purity, contaminant-free metal.  We call it Astraea, and while there is much 

work ahead of us, it only complements our offering of processes and products 

focused on a sustainable future. 

All this work by the Alcoa team… portfolio changes to fix, curtail, close, or sell  

facilities… operating, commercial and administrative improvements… financial 

moves including bond offerings and redemptions while improving pension and 

OPEB… investing in future technologies… we have built a new, stronger Alcoa, 
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perhaps doing it faster and building it stronger than some thought was possible, all 

over these five short years.  

Perhaps our most proud accomplishment is that we have done it the right way, 

tapping the talents of our diverse workforce.  We have stayed true to our values, 

and that determination to do the right thing, in the right way, has been publicly 

recognized multiple times over the years, by Dow Jones, by EcoVadis, by Platts, 

by Fortune, by Bloomberg, and by a host of others. 

Markets are very good right now.  But we always operate our company so it can 

succeed through all commodity cycles. Now we are positioned to not only survive, 

but thrive in whatever markets we might face.  Our key liability metrics are at all 

time lows, our Return on equity is at an all time high, and our cash position is strong 

– so strong that we have initiated a quarterly dividend and added $500 million in 

share repurchase authorization. We fundamentally believe that Alcoa, five years 

later, is significantly stronger and is a better positioned company than the Alcoa 

that was reborn in late 2016. 

Alcoa is ready to succeed in a sustainable world.  Aluminum is part of the solution.  

We are positioned for the sustainability trends we see today and expect to see in 

the future.  We have a strong balance sheet and have solved our most pressing 

financial challenges.  We have positioned our portfolio to be stronger than ever 

before, and we will continue to take actions to optimize our portfolio. We have 

started investments in technologies with significant potential for the company and 

that could help address some of the world’s key environmental challenges. 

To quote a historical commercial from days gone by: “Alcoa can’t wait!”  Today, 

that’s not history – it’s our future. We are ready for what’s ahead – both the 

challenges and the opportunities.  

 

 


